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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a geometric shaping (GS)
strategy to design 8, 16, 32 and 64-ary modulation formats for the
optical fibre channel impaired by both additive white Gaussian
(AWGN) and phase noise. The constellations were optimised
to maximise generalised mutual information (GMI) using a
mismatched channel model. The presented formats demonstrate
an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) tolerance in high phase
noise regimes when compared with their quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) or AWGN-optimised counterparts. By putting
the optimisation results in the context of the 400ZR implementa-
tion agreement, we show that GS alone can either relax the laser
linewidth (LW) or carrier phase estimation (CPE) requirements
of 400 Gbit/s transmission links and beyond. Following the
GMI validation, the performance of the presented formats was
examined in terms of post forward error correction (FEC) bit-
error-rate (BER) for a soft decision (SD) extended Hamming
code (128, 120), implemented as per the 400ZR implementation
agreement. We demonstrate gains of up to 1.2 dB when compared
to the 64-ary AWGN shaped formats.
Index Terms—Optical Fiber Communication, Advanced Mod-
ulation Formats, Digital Signal Processing, Geometric Shaping,
Phase noise
I. INTRODUCTION
WHEN designing signals to communicate over opticalfibres, one must consider all the sources of noise
present in the communication channel. The mapping of digital
information into a set of symbols is a key aspect of signal
design that is sensitive to the statistics of the channel noise.
The vast majority of research in this area has focused on the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, however this
is a sub-optimal approximation for all optical fibre commu-
nication systems, which include a range of other linear and
nonlinear sources of noise. Specifically in this paper, we are
concerned with the residual phase noise (RPN) present in a
signal after coherent detection, which is caused by the finite
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laser linewidth (LW) of both the source and local oscillator
(LO) lasers.
Digital coherent communication systems use digital signal
processing (DSP) to track the carrier phase. If the lasers used
in such a system are sufficiently low LW then the residual
phase noise after carrier phase estimation (CPE) can generally
be ignored for the purposes of signal design. However, in low-
complexity coherent communication systems, which use rela-
tively high-LW lasers, significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
penalties can be incurred if the signal is not designed with
respect to both AWGN and RPN. A current example of such a
system is the 400ZR inter-data center standard which specifies
laser LWs below 1 MHz with 60 GBd 16-ary quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) [1].
The existing literature is abundant with works on geomet-
rically designing modulation formats for enhanced sensitivity
in a purely AWGN channel [2]–[5]. A lower but still signif-
icant amount of work was also performed on channels with
both phase noise and AWGN [6]–[12]. For instance, in the
seminal work by Foschini in the 1970s [13], an approximated
model for the partially-coherent AWGN (PCAWGN) channel
was introduced. This is a channel impaired by both AWGN
and phase jitter. Alternatively, the work in [14] proposed a
pilot-based demapper that, by incorporating the covariance
information, captures the dependencies between the in-phase
and quadrature components across the received constellation
symbols in PCAWGN and nonlinear channel scenarios.
In modern fibre optic communication systems, which pair
high-order modulation with forward-error-correction (FEC)
codes [1] (coded modulation, CM) the optimum choice of
modulation format also depends on the SNR that can be
tolerated at specific code rates. The most common imple-
mentation of CM, bit-interleaved CM (BICM) [15], offers
a straightforward method of bit-to-symbol mapping, effec-
tively decoupling the coded bit sequence from the modulation
format. In BICM systems, the so-called generalized mutual
information (GMI) between input and output bits has been
shown to be an accurate predictor of the post-FEC bit-error-
rate (BER) performance [16], [17]. Moreover, the GMI was
shown to be an achievable information rate (AIR) for BICM
systems. Consequently, recent work on geometric shaping has
used GMI as a metric to optimise modulation formats in
the presence of a range of channel impairments, including
AWGN, nonlinear interference, and peak-to-average power
ratio transmitter constraints [18]–[23] .
Even though geometric shaping (GS) for the AWGN chan-
nel has been shown to increase the AIRs in optical fibre
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Fig. 1. A typical short-range optical fibre communication link employing BICM with soft decision FEC (SD-FEC).
systems [18]–[21], few have addressed the problem of RPN.
The work presented in [24] focused on 16-point constellations
for hard-decision, symbol-wise decoders. The work in [6]
addressed the nonlinear impairments in long-haul transmission
using symbol error probability as the performance indicator,
whereas in [7] the modulation formats were optimised to
maximise the mutual information (MI). There are several
examples of modified gradient descent [21] and pairwise opti-
misation techniques [8], [20], [24] that have shown increased
transmission rates compared to the conventional QAM formats
in the AWGN channel. Moreover, various investigations from
other areas of communications have shown considerable gains
from jointly optimising constellations for both AWGN and
phase noise [9]. For example, [10] optimised the constellations
for GMI. Another important parameter in signal design is the
channel model. A common detection strategy, applied through-
out many areas of communication, is based on mismatched
reception [25]. Under the assumption of a circular Gaussian
noise distribution, it uses the minimum Euclidean distance
between the expected and received data to make symbol-or
bit-wise decisions. However, in the presence of both AWGN
and phase noise components, the Gaussian noise assumption is
no longer accurate. More sophisticated channel models have
been proposed [11], [13] and, in some cases [10], used for
GS. However, when compared with the mismatched reception,
they often require much higher implementation complexity
[11, Table 1], which has a direct impact on the complexity of
any GS optimisation algorithm based on the improved channel
model.
This paper provides a fresh perspective on the design of GS
modulation formats for optical fibre communication systems to
reduce the implementation complexity. The indicative system
parameters are chosen with a reference to the 400ZR imple-
mentation agreement [1], which specifies 16-ary modulation,
although we extend the scope of this work by additional
investigation of 8, 32 and 64-ary formats and a range of laser
LWs to go beyond these industrial benchmark specifications.
The remainder of this document is organised as follows: the
proposed system model is described in the Section II. Subse-
quently, Section III introduces the auxiliary channel model
employed to optimise the constellations presented in this
paper. Additionally, it provides an overview of the information
theoretic metrics that are commonly applied to approximate
the performance of BICM driven schemes. Section IV contains
a detailed description of the shaping methodology and the
verification method used to validate the results presented in
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Fig. 2. A visual representation of the shaping algorithm, where X and Y
stand for the originally transmitted and the received symbols, respectively.
The gray layers indicate a multi-dimensional characteristic of the optimiser,
i.e. the perturb template constellation is updated individually for every symbol
coordinate change. The most optimal arrangement out of all 2×M -symbol
combinations is selected at each iteration until the algorithm converges to a
local optimum.
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Fig. 3. Verification model of the presented constellations, where X and Y
represent the originally transmitted and the received symbols, respectively. The
performance is estimated via GMI calculation with respect to the originally
transmitted random bit sequence.
Sections V and VI. The former section presents the GMI
performance of the constellations optimised for both AWGN
and phase noise, whereas the latter examines the post-FEC
BER of each format. Ultimately, Section VII summarises
the findings; drawing a general conclusion and outlines the
potential directions for future research.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 depicts a typical implementation of a short-range
optical fibre link. Such a model addresses the requirements
of 400ZR [1] and serves as a reference system for the results
presented in this paper. In the following configuration, a
binary FEC encoder adds redundancy to a randomly generated
uncoded bit sequence B and maps it into a sequence of N
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Fig. 4. Typical frequency spectra of the phase noise contributions in the
presented system.
symbols X = [X1, X2, ...XN ] each drawn from a complex
constellation C = {C1, C2, . . . , CM} of size M . Subsequently,
QPSK symbols are generated as a pilot overhead (OH), as
per the 400ZR agreement, which are embedded into the data
frame. A pilot is inserted after every block of 32 data symbols.
Then, the signal is pulse-shaped using a root-raised cosine
(RRC) filter.
In the next stage, the shaped pulses are ideally converted
into the optical domain by the transmitter (TX) and, as per
400ZR specification, carried over 80–120 km of a standard
single-mode fibre (SSMF). The incoming single-channel signal
is then optically amplified and ideally converted into the digital
domain with an optical pass-band filter and a coherent receiver
(RX). To recover the carrier phase information, the signal is
mixed with a local reference laser (LO). Then, converted to
a digital domain to remove the channel impairments with the
sufficient DSP techniques. Following the chromatic dispersion
(CD) compensation and matched filtering, the received data is
equalized with a pilot-based algorithm [26], [27]. The resulting
sequence of received symbols Y = [Y1, Y2, ...YN ] is then
demapped and subsequently decoded to obtain a sequence of
estimated symbols Bˆ.
In a coherent detection scheme, the phase information
of a received optical signal θTX is mixed with the phase
of a LO laser θLO which, in principle, is tuned closely to
the transmitter’s optical wavelength. Fig. 4 depicts typical
frequency spectra of the phase noise contributions in the
presented system. At this stage, the phase of the received signal
can be modelled as a “random-walk” process θTX+LO (blue
line). Subsequently, a portion of the carrier phase information
θPIL is estimated by the CPE. In the presented system, the
carrier phase is estimated by applying a Wiener filter to the
QPSK pilots that are embedded in-between the data symbols
(further explained in Sec. IV-B). The resulting phase estimates
are denoted as θPIL (green line). Consequently, by subtracting
θPIL from θTX+LO, we end up with θRPN (orange line), which
is the remaining portion of the phase noise that is left in the
signal after the CPE. In the remainder of this paper, we refer
to it as the RPN. Hence, at symbol period k, a discrete filter
output of the carrier phase recovery operating at the symbol
rate, can be described as
θRPN(k) = θTX+LO(k)− θPIL(k). (1)
To optimise the constellations more efficiently (described
in Sec. IV-A.), we approximated the RPN contribution (in
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the optimiser) as a random, zero-mean Gaussian distributed
variable with a variance
σ2RPN = 2pi∆νTs, (2)
where Ts denotes the symbol period and ∆ν is a combined
linewidth of the LO and the TX laser [28]. It should be
highlighted that the constellations presented in this paper are
optimised for the residual phase noise (RPN) after the CPE.
Therefore, a “random-walk” component is assumed to be
compensated for at this stage. Hence, the resulting discrete-
time channel relationship can be expressed as
Yk = Xk · ejθRPN(k) +Nk, for k = 1, 2, ..., N, (3)
where Nk represents a complex zero-mean Gaussian random
variable. Following the compensation of the “random-walk”
component of the phase noise, a BICM demapper passes the
soft information about the recovered symbols Y to a binary
decoder to recover the data bits B̂.
III. CODED MODULATION
A. AWGN auxiliary channel model
The demapper computes soft information about the trans-
mitted bits assuming a channel law which is expected to
closely approximate the actual channel. Nevertheless, com-
puting such quantities can be computationally prohibitive [11,
Table 1]. Therefore, a more common approach in fibre optics
is to use a mismatched Gaussian receiver [25], [29], using the
channel law
fY |X(y|x) = 1
(piN0)
2 exp
(
−‖y − x‖
2
N0
)
, (4)
where the temporal index n is here dropped in the generic
symbols Xk and Yk due to the underlying stationarity assump-
tion, and N0 is a 2D variance of an independent, zero-mean,
random Gaussian variable vector and the ||y − x||2 denotes a
squared Euclidean distance between the symbols.
B. Performance metrics
Although it is in principle possible to optimize the geom-
etry of a modulation format in terms of post-FEC BER for
each specific FEC scheme, this would be highly impractical.
Conveniently, information-theoretic metrics allow an accurate
prediction of the system performance for a large class of
good FEC codes. Considering a non-binary SD-FEC encoder-
decoder pair, MI is the most accurate performance predictor
[30]. For any memoryless optical fibre channel, it can be
formulated as
MI = I(X;Y ) , E
[
log2
fY |X(Y |X)
fY (Y )
]
, (5)
where X stands for the input, Y represents the output symbols,
E is the expectation and fY |X denotes the channel law. In case
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of binary SD-FEC codes, the performance can be predicted via
the GMI [16], [31] which is defined as
GMI , I (Bi;Y ) = max
s≥0
m∑
i=1
E
[
log2
fY |Bi (Y |Bi)s
fY (Y )s
]
, (6)
where M is the constellation order, m = log2M is the
number of bits mapped into each trasmitted symbol X . In this
work, we will focus on the GMI as a metric to maximise the
performance of modulation formats in the RPN channel when
soft-information is passed to the FEC decoder (see Sec. VI).
In the remainder of this manuscript, we set the term s to
s = 1 as we didn’t observe any significant increase of the
achieved information rates by adding this additional degree of
freedom to the shaping algorithm. The evidence suggests that
scaling the log-likelihood ratios has a negligible benefit in the
context of the presented system specifications.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Constellation optimisation
The shaping technique adopted in this work, is schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 2. It combines the first stage of the gra-
dient descent algorithm from [32] with a binary label switching
method from [20] to optimise bit-to-symbol mapping. Con-
sequently, it aims to maximise the GMI performance of the
modulation format. It should be noted that this approach is not
guaranteed to find the global optimum. However, the resulting
constellations outperformed their MQAM counterparts in all
cases.
The constellations which were shaped assuming an AWGN
channel, herein referred to as GSM -AWGN, were optimised
using Gauss-Hermite numerical integration formula [33] to
compute the GMI. This case corresponds to the channel model
in (3), where the phase noise θRPN(k) is identically zero.
Subsequently, constellations were optimised for a channel
consisting of both AWGN and RPN components. For this, the
GSM -AWGN formats were used to initialise the Monte-Carlo
optimiser with 219 randomly interleaved symbols per iteration.
The resulting constellations are referred to as GSM -RPN.
All presented formats were individually optimised over a
range of SNR and RPN combinations, then evaluated in the
context of the 400ZR specifications. Hence, the investigated
RPN variances correspond to the 1 MHz and 2 MHz combined
laser LWs at the transmission rate of 60 Gbaud. Additionally,
we extended the scope of the investigation with a 4 MHz
configuration to investigate the potential benefits of GSM -
PREPRINT 6
RPN shaping in higher phase noise regimes.
B. Validation of the optimized constellations
In the previous section, the GMI optimization was per-
formed using a phase-noise channel where the LW was set
directly to the targeted value of RPN. However, as described
in (1), the RPN is the result of an imperfect CPE when
using receiver DSP. Thus, in order to validate the shaped
constellations obtained under the procedure in Sec. IV-A in
such a scenario, we used the approach depicted in Fig. 3.
The schematic diagram in Fig. 3 shows the Monte-Carlo GMI
estimation in an RPN channel consisting of AWGN and a
random walk phase-noise process followed by a pilot-aided
CPE. For each set of channel parameters (SNR and RPN
LW), a sequence of 220 random symbols was used simulated.
The CPE was undertaken with a format-agnostic recovery
scheme [26], [27], where the QPSK pilots were inserted after
each block of 32 data symbols. Then, the estimated phase
information was interpolated over the entire data frame using
Wiener filter coefficients calculated from [34]. Subsequently,
the phase information was estimated across at least two
consecutive pilots to ensure correct interpolation. Hence, a
minimum CPE filter length of 65 taps was used.
Although using blind phase tracking between the pilot sym-
bols could potentially enhance the CPE, the results presented
herein can be viewed as a conservative estimate of the overall
performance. (We note that a blind CPE is not specified in
400ZR.) Moreover, the phase noise component was modelled
to produce approximately the same RPN variance as used for
the corresponding GS-RPN optimisation.
For all GMI calculations presented herein, note that the pilot
overhead has not been included in the calculation. Explicitly
this mean that the maximum GMI achievable for a constel-
lation of order M is log2 (M). It is trivial to calculate the
GMI net of the pilot rate by multiplying the GMI by 32/33.
Moreover, all the reported results assume that the pilot power
is set to be equal to the average signal power. By adopting the
following approach, the CPE overhead has no impact on the
SNR.
V. GS RESULTS
In this Section, we present the GMI results for the GSM -
RPN and GSM -AWGN that were computed with the approach
described in Sec. IV-B. Moreover, to provide a fairer compar-
ison between the GSM -AWGN and GSM -RPN formats, we
also compared their performance to the conventional MQAM
constellations with Gray bit-to-symbol mapping.
Figs. 5 and 6 depict the 8, 16, 32 and 64-ary formats
optimized at a GMI of 0.96×m bit/symbol. The multi-layered
background of each constellation provides a visual repre-
sentation of the PCAWGN channel. It was generated with
the approximation from [11], whereas the symbol probability
is proportional to the colour brightness. The orange/violet-
coloured heatmap is used for GSM -AWGN, whereas the
red/purple represents the GSM -RPN formats. In Fig. 5, each
row corresponds to a separate laser LW configuration, being
1 MHz, 2 MHz and 4 MHz, respectively, whereas each
column stands for the corresponding modulation format. Ad-
ditionally, the formats of the same cardinality are visually
closer. Thus, forming the groups of six constellations each.
To improve the readability of the particular bit mappings,
Fig. 6 depicts 64-ary symbol arrangements, as being the most
dense, in an inverted fashion. Consequently, the GS64-AWGN
and GS64-RPN constellations are presented in two separate
rows, whereas the corresponding laser LWs are denoted by
columns. Compared to GSM -AWGN, it can be noticed that
the GSM -RPN constellations tend to have more circularly
symmetric shapes. Moreover, the symbols are grouped in
straight lines originating from the center. Interestingly, the
following behaviour can especially be observed in larger phase
noise regimes of the higher cardinality configurations.
The curves illustrated in Fig. 7 show the GMI vs. SNR
performance of GSM -RPN, GSM -AWGN, and M -QAM for-
mats, for M = 8, 16, 32, 64, and LW=1 MHz, 2 MHz, and
4 MHz. The GS constellations are individually optimised for
each SNR-RPN pair and the performance of GSM -AWGN in
the AWGN channel (dashed black line) is also shown as a
reference.
TABLE I
8-POINT FORMAT OPTIMISATION1
LW (MHz) GS8-AWGN (dB) 8QAM (dB) Fig.
1 0.2 1.1 7(a)
2 0.3 1.2 7(b)
3 0.7 1.5 7(c)
TABLE II
16-POINT FORMAT OPTIMISATION2
LW (MHz) GS16-AWGN (dB) 16QAM (dB) Fig.
1 0.1 0.2 7(d)
2 0.35 0.2 7(e)
3 0.4 0.6 7(f)
TABLE III
32-POINT FORMAT OPTIMISATION3
LW (MHz) GS32-AWGN (dB) 32QAM (dB) Fig.
1 ≈ 0 0.3 7(g)
2 0.4 0.6 7(h)
3 0.6 1 7(i)
1Shown as the shaping gains of GS8-RPN constellations with respect to
the corresponding GS8-AWGN and 8QAM formats.
2Shown as the approximated shaping gains of GS16-RPN constellations
with respect to the corresponding GS16-AWGN and 16QAM formats.
3Shown as the approximated shaping gains of GS32-RPN constellations
with respect to the corresponding GS32-AWGN and 32QAM formats.
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respectively.
TABLE IV
64-POINT FORMAT OPTIMISATION4
LW (MHz) GS64-AWGN (dB) 64QAM (dB) Fig.
1 0.2 0.6 7(j)
2 0.5 1.0 7(k)
3 1.4 1.7 7(l)
In general, it can be observed that the GMI gap between the
GSM -RPN and the other analyzed constellations increases as a
function of the LW (i.e. the amount of RPN left after the CPE).
Additionally, for the formats with cardinality of 16 and above,
at fixed laser LW, the shaping gains increase with the order M
of the constellation. In order to better highlight these gains,
Fig. 8 shows the shaping gains of GSM -RPN and GSM -
AWGN over the corresponding MQAM format at a fixed GMI
rate of 0.96×m. The choice of this particular GMI rate is in
line with the code rate adopted in the 400ZR specification and
it will be substantiated by the results presented in Sec. VI.
Moreover, Tables I-IV show the particular shaping gains of
GSM -RPN formats over the other presented constellations
and link them to Fig. 8, which individually depicts the GMI
performances of all the investigated SNR-RPN combinations.
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∆
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Fig. 9. The SNR penalty of GSM -RPN constellations in AWGN-only channel
(i.e. GSM -RPN vs GSM -AWGN) at GMI=0.96×m bit/symbol at 60 Gbaud.
4Shown as the approximated shaping gains of GS64-RPN constellations
with respect to the corresponding GS64-AWGN and 64QAM formats.
A. Performance of the GSM -RPN in AWGN-only channel
To provide a comprehensive overview of the presented
GS technique, the GSM -RPN constellations were further
verified in the AWGN-only channel. As shown in Fig. 9,
the performance penalties of the GSM -RPN formats increase
with the level of the RPN used for shaping. Compared to
the GSM -AWGN formats, the penalties range from around
0.15 dB for the 8-ary constellation shaped for the RPN amount
corresponding to 1 MHz lasers, up to around 0.8 dB for GS64-
RPN for 4 MHz combined laser LWs.
VI. SD HAMMING FEC RESULTS
In order to validate the GMI-based optimization, the coded
performance of the proposed GS constellations was investi-
gated using a single-bit extended SD Hamming code (128,120)
with rate ≈0.94, similar to the one recommended in [1]. In the
400ZR agreement the Hamming code is used as an inner SD
code in combination with an outer HD staircase code [35]. The
target output BER must be approximately equal to 4.5·10−3 to
enable the outer staircase code (SCC) to achieve a post-FEC
BER below 10−15 (see [35, Fig. 8]). The SD-FEC decoder
was implemented using a Chase3 SD algorithm [36] which
makes use of the channel bit-wise reliabilities (log-likelihood
ratios). Unlike other more notable FEC schemes discussed in,
e.g., [16], GMI is not necessarily a good indicator for the
post-FEC performance of the SD Hamming code. However,
at high rates, SNR gains at fixed GMI are still expected to
translate well to post-Hamming FEC BER gains at 4.5 · 10−3.
The latter gains are ultimately the relevant ones for a 400ZR-
based system, as they also represent the overall post-FEC BER
coding gains when a SCC at 6.7% rate is used as an outer code.
The post-Hamming BER estimation was performed using
Monte-Carlo sampling of the channel described in Sec. IV.
For each investigated modulation format and LW combina-
tion, a randomly generated sequence of 220 symbols was
transmitted through the channel. It corresponds to 220 · M
samples of the equivalent bitwise channel, where M is the
constellation cardinality. To obtain the required accuracy in the
BER estimation, scrambling and interleaving of the available
bit-wise channel samples were applied. This allowed us to
emulate the transmission of the required number of codewords,
potentially exceeding the number of Monte Carlo samples of
the channel at low post-SD Hamming BER values. An ideal
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validation of each format, whereas the dashed lines are the SD Hamming (128, 120) post-FEC performance (described in Sec. VI).
random interleaver with a decorrelation length larger than the
codeword length was adopted to decorrelate bit errors within
each received symbol.
The coded performance of the previously discussed GS con-
stellations was examined as described in IV-B. In Fig. 10(a-c),
the post-SD Hamming BER is shown for 8-ary constellations
as a function of the SNR for a single-channel 60 GBaud trans-
mission in both AWGN channel and (a) 1 MHz, (b) 2 MHz,
and (c) 4 MHz RPN channel. The compared constellations are
GS8-AWGN, GS8-RPN, and 8QAM, as shown in Tab. I. For
the AWGN channel (black lines) both GS8-AWGN, and GS8-
RPN have very similar performance, whilst 8QAM shows over
1 dB penalty. In the RPN channel, GS8-RPN outperforms all
the other constellations for all investigated LWs, showing an
increasing shaping gain compared to both GS8 and 8QAM
as the LW increases. The SNR penalty ∆SNR compared to
AWGN performance for the 3 LWs examined is shown in
Fig. 11(a). It can be noted that for the RPN channel the SNR
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penalty increases linearly (in dB) as a function of the LW.
For the optimized GS8-RPN the ∆SNR stays below 1 dB
even for a 4 MHz LW, whereas for GS8-AWGN, and 8QAM
∆SNR increases up to 1.6 dB and 2.4 dB, respectively, for a
4 MHz LW. Consistently with the shaping gains results shown
in Fig. 8, SNR penalties at a GMI rate of 0.96×m are also
shown (dashed lines in Fig.11(a)). It can be observed that there
is good agreement between the SNR penalties computed at
4.5 · 10−3 post-SD Hamming BER and the ones computed at
GMI=0.96×m bit/sym.
In Fig. 10(d-f), post-SD Hamming BER is shown for 16-ary
constellations as a function of the SNR for a single-channel
60 GBaud transmission in both AWGN channel and (a) 1
MHz, (b) 2 MHz, and (c) 4 MHz RPN channel. In this case,
the different constellations investigated (GS16-AWGN, GS16-
RPN, and 16QAM) show similar post-SD Hamming BER per-
formance in the AWGN channel (black lines). However, as for
the 8-ary results the GS16-RPN constellation outperforms all
other modulation formats for each investigated LW. The SNR
penalty performance of the M = 16 formats is highlighted
in Fig. 11(b). It can be seen that the SNR penalty compared
to the performance of GS16 in AWGN increases up to 1.8
dB for 16QAM at 4 MHz LW, which is 0.6 dB lower than
its 8-ary counterpart. Moreover, the SNR gap between the
different constellations is in general reduced compared to the
8-ary case. In particular, at 1 MHz LW such a gap is 0.3 dB
(GS16-RPN vs 16QAM) as opposed to 1.2 dB for the 8-ary
case. The ∆SNR at 4 MHz LW for GS16-RPN is however
increased to 1.2 dB (as opposed to 0.8 dB for GS8-RPN)
The results for the 32-ary and 64-ary constellations shown
in Fig. 10(g-i) and 10(j-l) are qualitatively in line with the
16-ary case previously discussed. In particular, these results
confirm that both the overall SNR penalty and SNR gap
between modulation formats increase as a function of the
constellation cardinality. It is worth noting that, as observed
in Fig. 11(a-d), the GSM -RPN formats offer only a relatively
marginal SNR improvement (close ∆ SNR penalties values)
compared to the corresponding GSM -AWGN format at 1 MHz
LW. This improvement is approximately constant across all
modulation formats and equal to ≈0.3 dB. On the other hand,
at 4 MHz LW ∆SNR penalty incurred by 64QAM is 4.1 dB
whereas it is only slightly above 2 dB for GS64-RPN, thus
highlighting an SNR improvement for GS64-RPN of over 2
dB.
Interestingly, we observe that across all modulation formats
and LWs the ∆SNR measured in terms of post-SD Hamming
FEC at 4.5·10−3 is consistent with the ones measured at
the selected GMI rate of 0.96×m bit/sym. We also note
that this GMI threshold was observed to fit best (for the
range GMI≥ 0.9×m bit/sym) the post-SD Hamming SNR
gains across all modulation formats and channels investigated.
Although further investigation is needed, our results provide
a first validation of the GMI-based shaping optimisation for
the coded modulation scheme and the RPN channel studied in
this work.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a new set of 2D geomet-
rically shaped constellations that are simultaneously robust
to both residual phase noise and AWGN. We observe that,
in high SNR regimes, the 8, 16, 32 and 64-ary GSM -
RPN constellations outperformed both their GSM -AWGN and
MQAM counterparts. Moreover, the GMI shaping results were
consistent with the post-FEC verification in all of the presented
cases.
Furthermore, the presented gains increased proportionally
to the cardinality of the constellation, and the variance of the
residual phase noise after the pilot-aided CPE. Therefore, the
most significant gain of ≈1.4 dB (between the GSM -RPN and
GSM -AWGN formats), was recorded for 64-ary constellations
at 60 Gbaud and a 4 MHz combined laser LW. Moreover, when
compared to 64QAM in the same channel, GS64-RPN has an
improved SNR tolerance of approximately 1.7 dB.
To conclude, we anticipate that this constellation shaping
technique could be used either as a tool to relax LW and/or
CPE requirements in low complexity coherent transmission
systems or, by the same token, to improve the SNR tolerance
in the presence of RPN. Additionally, by putting the presented
results in the context of 400ZR, we have provided a low-
complexity method to account for both the AWGN and RPN
impairments in a comparable system. We also believe that
the presented GS strategy can contribute as a potential road
map for the short-reach optical fibre communication beyond
400 Gbit/s per channel. In the future, we plan to experimen-
tally verify the performance of the presented formats and
investigate the application of the presented theoretical gains
in a practical system configuration.
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